PJM Winter Emergency Procedure Drill - Load Management

November 2017
DRS
• Conducted on November 7 from 0700 to 1430

• Emergency Procedures and All Calls systems tested
  – DR Hub is not used in the drills as there is no way to distinguish between Drill and Real LM Events

• Simulated implementation of all Emergency Procedures
Lessons Learned

• Great CSP All Call acknowledgement rate
  – All CSPs with LM registrations acknowledged LM calls
    • Most of them on the first call attempt
    • This is important as acknowledgment on first call attempt avoids redials, minimizing the time to get the message out

• Some instances of the term “eLRS” where found in PJM EP postings and All Call scripts and will be replaced with DR Hub
• DR Hub electronic (web service) notification is PJM’s primary means to deliver dispatch instructions for Load Management DR
  – CSPs should always follow instructions received from DR Hub

• Emergency Procedures website and All Call are secondary means of communication
QUESTIONS